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This design note presents a study of the Procedures and Performance Program
(PPP) effectiveness. The intent of the study is to determine manpower time
savings and the improvements in job performance gained through PPP automated
techniques. The discussion presents a synopsis of PPP capabilities and identi-
fies potential users and associated applications, PPP effectiveness, and PPP
applications to other simulation/training facilities. Appendix A provides a
detailed description of each PPP capability.
	
2.0	 INTRODUCTION
The PPP is an automated procedures recording and crew/vehicle performance
monitoring system. The heart of the system is an interactive digital_ com-
puter program which translates inputs from a man-in-loop simulator into crew
procedures and performance data outputs. The procedures data may be compared
with a stored reference, thus providing a difference procedures capability.
Performance data may be displayed either alphanumerically or graphically and
may be compared to a set of established criterion, thus providing a perfor-
mance evaluation capability. Both procedures and performance data are avail-
able on CRT displays during real-time operations and on CRT displays and
hardcopy outputs post-run. The data may also be transferred to the Generalized
Document Processor (GDP) for formal documentation.
The Continuation of !Advanced Crew Procedures Development Techniques (CACPDT)
:Statement of Work (SOW) included a task to study the effectiveness of these
PPP automated techniques.. Since the program has only provided operation sup-
port to one Shuttle Procedures Simulator (SPS) simulation, the Systems Manage-
ment 2 (SM2) simulation, much of the study is a subjective analysis. Examples
of SM2 output data are illustrated in Reference 1. This data was used to
some extent to verify SM2 procedural activity and vehicle response. This
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usage provides some substantiation of the analysis presented in this design
note.
3.0	 DISCUSSION
This design note presents a study of the Procedures and Performance Program
(PPP) effectiveness. The following paragraphs describe PPP capabilities, and
identify	 potential users and associated applications, PPP effectiveness
when applied to procedures development, mission analysis, training and
simulator support activities, and possible applications to other simulator/
training facilities,
3.1 Synopsis of Capabilities
PPP Overview - The PPP is an automated procedures recording and crew/
vehicle performance monitoring system presently operating in conjunc-
tion with the SPS. The system translates SPS crew station inputs and
program data into crew procedures and crew/vehicle performance data
outputs. These outputs support the procedures development and verifica-
tion, systems analysis, mission analysis, flight planning, and crew
training tasks for Shuttle flight operations by providing (1) an auto-
mated means of developing/recording crew procedures based on crew
simulator activities, (2) an automated means of comparing actual (pre-
sent run) versus reference (past run/verified) procedures during a
training session, (3) a permanent record of crew/vehicle performance
data during a run, (4) an automated means of evaluating critical per-
formance parameters, (5) an automated means of developing training_
scripts by recording instructor action, (6) an automated means of track-
ing training status data resulting from all training sessions, (7) a
means of transferring the data to the Generalized Document Processor
(GDP) for formal documentation and distribution, and (8) an automated
}means of generating preliminary procedures data for planning simulator
usage and establishing initial procedures timelines' from the Space
Vehicle Dynamic Simulation (SVDS) program.
The PPP utilizes either a CDC 211 or CDC 243 terminal as the user inter-
face device for program control and data monitoring. The CDC 211 dis-
plays alphanumeric procedures and performance data formats and the
CDC 243,graphical performance data formats. Figure 1 presents the PPP
hardware and program interfaces with the SPS_, GDP, and SVDS systems.
During a simulation run, procedures and performance data formats are
available in real -time on the CDC 211 or CDC 243 terminals. During
simulation holds or post-run, the data may be reconstructed at any
point in past time: During post-run operations, procedures, perfor-
mance, and training data formats are available on either terminal, on
hardcopy outputs, and/or oil
	
tape for transfer to the'GDP for
formal documentation. and distribution. Reference 2 describes the
detailed operations required to use the PPP and details of the data
outputs available.
PPP Capabilities Summary_ - The PPP provides the user with procedures,
performance, and training data outputs. Each individual display format
is user definable. This allows different users to construct formats
applicable to their unique requirements within the limits of the avail-
able data. The following paragraphs provide a general description of
these display formats and other PPP capabilities. Appendix A presents
a detailed description of each.
Procedures formats provide time tag ged data specifying major Shuttle
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Rdevice activities ;e,g,, switches or hand controllers), crew station
output responses (e,g,, status lights or talkbacks),, trajectory related
data (e,g,, station coverage or day/night status), and simulation mal-
function status,
Difference procedures formats provide a unique method of data presenta-
tion and analysis, This capability allows the user to automatically
	 {
compare actual simulator status and crew procedures, during real-time
operations, against previously stored reference data. The reference
data is generated from previous simulations and may have beer) edited
on the GDP system. Difference procedures present time tagged data
that verifies proper crew station status for the simulation initial
L	 configuration, simulation holds, and real -time run operations and
verifies user specified procedural and event sequences. The system
flashes a message to the user when.a difference is detected and a	
i
listing of these differences is provided for easy tracking.
Performance data formats provide alphanumeric and/or graphical outputs
of simulator parameters transferred to the PPP. The system allows the
user to define formats using any of the parameters transferred. For--
g
mats can contain parameters associated with trajectory data, a particular
vehicle system, mission phase data, or any combination the user desires.
The data outputs present the current simulation time value of the para-
meters displayed.
Performance evaluation formats provide an automated method of data
analysis. This capability allows the user to compare selected crews'
vehicle performance parameters against a set of established criterion
data. When the criterion data is exceeded, the deviations are output.
to the user. Formats can be established for any user defined phase
of the Shuttle mission and when the criterion defining that phase has
been satisfied, the system automatically advances to the next phase's
format.
PPP training data provides two types of data, The first is script data
which is a time sequence listing of the operator's PPP Users Console
and simulator control console input activities. This data initially
may be used to generate formal training script documentation, Sub-
sequently, the data may be used to verify proper operator actions if
a problem or question arises during a training session. The second
type of data tracks the status of simulator training activities. These
formats include crew status by crewman, exercise and time noncrew
status (training personnel activities), and total hours of system
utilization.
Other PPP capabilities include data recons-truction, GDP transfers, SVDS
transfers, and a flight display unit for monitoring crew station dis-
plays. Reconstruction allows a user to access past time data during
simulation holds and post-run. A cue function is provided to assist
in accessing the data. GDP transfers allow the user to put PPP data on
the GDP system; then to edit, finalize, and document the data. The
finalized GDP procedures data may then be transferred hack to the PPP
as reference data. SVDS transfers allow the user to generate the
initial procedures timeline for any trajectory from SVDS program
outputs. The flight display unit allows the user to access the same
fligilt displays that are displayed on the crew station CRT's, 	 `
3.2 Potential Users and Applications
Identification of Potential Users
PPP real-time and post-run output capabilities can supply useful data
to various Shuttle program disciplines. The first potential user
identified was the flight operations discipline, In this area, PPP
data can support systems analysis, mission analysis, procedures
development, flight planni;V,, and training activities.: Other potential
users subsequently identified include Engineering and Development (h&D),
Data Systems and Analysis (DSA), and simulator support disciplines. In
these areas, PPP data can support systems analysis, mission analysis,
and simulator checkout and verification.
Application of PPP to User Needs
Figure 2 presents a detail matrix relating PPP capabilities to two
different potential users needs. The first grouping indicates user
needs for the flight operations, flight procedures development process
as defined in Reference 3. The matrix shows the PPP capabilities
applicable to supporting user needs for each task identified. -In
general, total PPP capabilities are utilized during simulation acti-
vities. Other tasks are supported by the data output gathered during
these simulation activities 	 Similar applications exist for the E&D
(data outputs were supplied for the E&D Systems Ilanagement 1 & 2
Simulations) and DSA disciplines, but a detailed identification has
not been performed to date. The second grouping identifies user needs
for the simulator support discipline, and also indicates the different
PPP capabilities supporting each task.'
The following discussions provide detailed operational flows for three
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PPP Procedures Devphpment gjjgr R ion( F1 o -i
PPP real-time and post-run outputs car be utilized to aid the flight
techniques and procedures development task, Figure 3 presents an
operational flow for this activity. Using an abbreviated timeline or
simplified flight plan, the candidate , technique can be flown in a
simulator by an experienced pilot. During the real-time simulation,
monitoring PPP real-time data allows the developer to check procedural
steps against performance data responses. This real-time output pro-
vides for immediate procedural modifications when required. Following
the simulation exercise, hardCOPY Outputs are available for subsequent
I
FIGURE 3
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analysis and modifications, and magnetic tape outputs are available
for transfer to the GDP, thus generating the initial. procedures docu-
mentation. GDP text edit capabilities provide the capability to
finalize the procedures for F0F documentation. The finalized FpF data
	
may then be transferred back to the simulator as reference procedures
	 0
data,
PPP Crew Training Operational .Flow
Figure 4 presents the PPP operational flow for crew traini ng activities
Training instructors, prior to simulation activitie!, may automatically
verify the initial crew station configuration for a training exercise.
During the exercise, crew station procedures and vehicle responses are
FIGURE 4
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available, Included in the procedures data are malfunction status
indications which allow the training instructor indications of crew
responsiveness to these malfunctions, Comparisons of the procedures
data may be made against the establislied reference procedures data.
These comparisons provide the instructor a quick; efi ck on how closely
the crew is following the reference procedures. Performance ovaluation
data provides another check of the quality of the run by comparing
selected parameters against the preestablished criterion data and dis-
playing any deviations. Also, any simulator parameter transferred to
the PPP can be monitored if desired. Finally, the Flight Display
Monitor allows the instructor to monitor the crew station CRT displays.
When the instructor or trainee feels a simulation hold is required to
discuss the past activities, the instructor has the capability to
reconstruct the past time data and immediately answer any question with
substantiating data, The system also automatically tracks the crew
station status, during a simulation hold, and notifies the instructor
of any configuration changes. Following completion of the exercise,
the system provides for immediate display of the reconstructed data to
support the crew debriefing
	 Hardcopy outputs are also available for
subsequent review and discussion.
PPP Simulation Sup ort Operational Flow
PPP Output capabilities are attract i ve in the area of simulation sup-p
	 	
p
port. The outputs which provide automated analysis, can speed-up the
checkout and testing activities while increasing accuracy, Figure 5
presents the operational flow for the simulation support activity.
During the presimulation activities, PPP real-time outputs are monitored
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FIGURE 5
SIMULATION SUPPORT OPLRATIOHAL FLOW
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the specified tolerances are exceeded, PPP data reconstruction provides
a time data history to aid iTt the .problem's F olution, After coritpleting
checkout, the'initial configuration difference capabili ty is employed
to aid in the establishment of proper crew station configuration. This
capability is also employed post-exercise to aid in configuring for
subscqLw,nt e; excise, If ,a simulator failure occurs duri ng simulation
activities, post-exercise reconstruction capabilities provide tine same
time data history to aid in troubleshooting the failure. The data i n
this case allows support personnel to duplicate operations prior to
he fai 1 Elie 4riiet7 veri fiyi ng the mai ntenancc performed
u








PPP output capabilities provide a useful and effective tool when
applied to the user needs and tasks previously discussed. Proper use
i
of this tool can save users time in completing their tasks and supply
a combination of data that w i ll improve total jub performar;:e. Time
savings are a direct result of automated techniques applied to time
consuming tasks such as creel station configuration/verification, pro-
cedures documentation,-performance data analysis, and training status
documentation.. The improvements in job performance result from pro-
perly identified and well formatted data outputs and from time savings
which reduce required manpower.
The effectiveness of PPP capabilities is presented in Figure-.6. The
figure presents a list of PPP capabilities, specifies that capability`s
function and provisions, indicates any previous methods employed, and
then identifies the effectiveness of the capabil'ity...The list only
provides the effectiveness on an individual capability basis and thus
does not provide a total picture of overall PPP effectiveness, Coupl-
ing vario,►s capabilities further increases PPP effectiveness. This
can readily be seen in the case of procedures development, crew train-
ing, and simulator support activiti-s.
Considering procedures development, the obvious PPP aid is the pro-
cedures recordi ng capability. This capability ensures recording of
all ct•ew station procedural operations oil 	 user defined format. This
output alone reduces the required typing support, subsequent rug=iew
time, and correction cycle. By coupling procedures recording with
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EFFECTIVENESS OF PPF CAPABILITIES
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iswlation procedural operations and mission
events,
a Real,tira recording and Yeriftutlon of a Manual tracking, recordin7,
potenI. & I procedures checklist, and rarkups of existin4 pro-
cedurts,
• Procedures recorded using standard a odious review of all pro-
norenclatuet frGm car.mOn data base, cedures dory entatsutt,
a User definable formats OroYldc fie x• a Not applicable,
ability to construct new or revised
docv^'	 Ptation to fit vsr es nee4%,
Display o r simulator purforw4rice Cato,
a user definable tore'ats ailcw 4 ^_a>• ing a Search of ont"tJ displays
of sysw.,s or mission related Para, with a lihlted Pled *ter
meters an one o=splay page (grwical hardcopled Burin) real-time,
or ilphanurerl0.
a Post-run selection of only tow required a Post-run search of largo
data. volume of hardco py Oitpvts
including unwanted data,,
differences,
Automatic recording of simulator operators
- inputs (script) and simulator artivities(status).
a Records operators control inputs to the 	 a Not applicable,
simulator and PPP.
a Records and accumulates exercises	 a Manual recording and-aceurula-
executed for crew training, noncrew	 tlon Including post-mission
activities, and total simulator/PPP	 guessing.
ut111xation.
Access for Past-tiro procedures and per-
form:ance data.
a CRT outputs during simulation holds,	 a Nonc.
a CRT outputs post-run for subsequent 	 a flardcopy outputs.
review and debriefing.
Allows user to automatically record times,
during simv14t1pn real-time,, to be used
for subsequent data access,
e Tint tags problem areas or desirable
discussion ;areas of any simulation
without requlrtn; a slrtulation hold
(reconstruction and cue table provide
access at a later tine).
Provides for direct DPP/GDP data
transfers via magnetic tape,
a Transfer of all PPP simulation data
to GDP.
r Transfer of GOP procedures data to
PPP,
Generates shuttle trajectory, perfornance-
data file for any mission phase,
a Provide initial procedures timeline
definition including trajectory
data.
Provides sitmmtater operator, easy access to
crew station flight displays,
a Allot; track i ng of CRT data_displayed
to crewmen.
a Precise well formatted docu-entation
that eliminates manual error,
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shootluj sla,ulatur failures,
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a System handles new or revised formats
without software changcs.
a le;iroves data access for analysis
purposes,
1
•a Reduces vviune of unntcestary hardcopy
data outputs,
P
a Nan-hours and errors reduced 11
establishing initial crew station
conf)g'aratlon.
a Reduces errors resulting lrin config-
uration changes during %taulation
holds,
a Ensures simulation exercise is proceed-
ing per the established reaere-ce.
e Ensures simulation exercise -s proceed-
ing per the establishe9 reference.
a Irrivdiate notification of err:,eous
operations reduce% ne g ative :raining.
Sexes can-hours by recoeing reruns of
an exercise,
r Ensures discussion and debriefirq of all
problem areas.
a Reduce man-hours finding and researching
problem areas.
a Provides for verification of groper
execution of trercise trilnin: script.
a increases accuracy of re-or;* and
,reduce$ man-hours required to assemble
the data.
e formatted output can be used tirectly
for requireddocun:ats.
a Aids in discussions of reviews of
questional portions of an ear,rclse.
a itm. didte access to data rco.cing.
wasted man-hours waiting for eeorsef-
ing data.
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data, of hardcopy Outputs including copy data Outputs.
unwanted data,
a Rapid recognition of out'•of tolerance a Rect,nition of out-of-tolcrancc a Redwcas chance of ur:frdtretive sirula-
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Aevlationa. knowledge of limits and avail-
a Snapshot calculations of desired para-
able cue card aids.
a Search of onboard displays at 	 1 a Ensures ar,cess of critical data,
meters at mission critical times. the mission critical	 tiros,
a Graphics provides unit" ttd nurser of a Limited traces of y -f plotter and	 ^ a Improves data access for analysis
trace% providing te e parateters past tine, variant strip Chart recorder Purposes,
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Id_ontifigation autonatically out put recorded manually, a Run identification reduces chance of
with all data, data loss or nix up.
Automatic cc•parlson of present run procedures
and simulator status 43ain%t an establishes
We rence during roil-ti.iw- and post-run,
a Rapid and accurate verification of initial a Switch by switch visual verified.
crew station status (only out of con- tion of total crew station con.
figuration devices displayed), figuration,
a Tracking of crew station configuration 0 None other than manual verifica-
during sirulation holds, Lion if the initial	 hold con.
figuration is known;
or Rapid check of crew station configuration a None.
at random user specified times.
a Rapid check of crew station configuration a None,
at preestablished (critical), user
specified tines.
a Rapid check bf proccdural sequences dur- a Manual monitoring of crew pia-
ing critical elision phases. cedures against checklist in
real-time.
a Provides a listing of all detected a Kane.
a Manual recording of problem 	 a Quick and simple ldentificatien of
areas and sub5equent search
	
questionable areas for later di%--








maa Manual transfer of simulation
	
a Reduces man-hours required to fort
data monitored.	 da a for formal documentation,
• Not applicable,	 a Provides FOF reference procedures.
a Not applicable.
	 a Reduces manual operations.
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a Not applicable,	 a Addition data. check on crews flight
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and simulator reverification of developed procedures is shortened,
These same PPP capabilities support near terhniques evaluation. In
this case, real-time PPP outputs provide extensive on-the-spot evalua-
tions and post-run outputs provide the initial properly formatted
procedures and the data necessary to reduce the iterative processes.
In the case of crew training activities, PPP outputs supply a set of
data that can increase the training quality. From start to finish of
a training exercise, PPP data aids the training instructor in ensur-
ing proper exercise execution. Prior to an exercise, difference pro-.
cedures allow the instructor to quickly eliminate initial crew station
configuration errors; then through preestablished and random comparisons,
proper configuration may be checked during the run. Also, during a run,
sequence difference capabilities provide an automatic check, on pre -
defined sequential operations, Since all data is time tagged, the
effects of any detected difference can be quickly determined by access-
ing the appropriate performance and performance evaluation data displays.
Malfunction indications in the procedures data allow the instructor to
track malfunction insertion, vehicle response to the malfunction and
crew reaction to these vehicle responses, Together this data aids the
instructor in evaluating the quality of an exercise. The trends noted
through the data can lead the instructor to place the sirru ►lator in hold
to discuss potential problems, reestablish proper configuration or, even
terminate an exercise if it does not appear constructive. After exercise
completion, the data provides a broad basefor crew debriefings and
exercise evaluation. Access of the data is easy and rapid using PPP
data reconstruction, and therefore, reduces wasted time waiting for data
outputs. In total, this data provides a,positive traini ng atmosphere
and wasted runs and negative training can be held to a minimum.
xAw6dtsjk.L .x+t7.w'^I:R+.niC^I^J ,t..:w.i...wf^ tR.inuiJF^L,xYFAH1f,3w.c..sA+._re..,++i^..r + stiaxasi'e^.dffi
a	
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Finally, PPP data can aid simulator support personnel in the performance
of simulator verification and ►Maintenance operations. Procedures data
provides a record of crew station input/output discrete interaction,
including reaction time. This data coupled with performance data pro-
vides an indication of crew station input and vehicle dynamic charac-
teristics interaction. The total data output provides vital documenta-
tion for simulator hardware and software verification. These same
outputs provide firm documentation for analyzing simulator malfunctions,
and reduce the verbal communication required between simulator user and
maintenance personnel. Detailed documentation then allows maintenance
personnel to easily duplicate simulator malfunctions and duplicate pro-
cedural steps leading to the malfunction during maintenance verification-.
In summary, the PPP can effectively produce manpower savings and improve
job performance. In the areas of procedures development, crew training
and simulator support activities, the PPP can improve simulator utiliza-
tion by removing guess work and reducing the need to rerun simulation
exercises.
?.A Technology Applications to Other Simulator/Training Facilities
Typically, a man-in-loop simulator is developed to fulfill all or part
of the following functions: (1) evaluation and improvement of a complex
systems design, (2) development and refinement of the systems operational
procedures, and (3) training operators to control the system and react
to its response characteristics (often in real-time). Fulfillment of
any of the functions is supported through the acquisition and analysis
of pertinent data, Often simulator/training facilities apply manual
methods to monitor-, record, acid analyze data using post-run lineprinter
outputs .. Then _pertinent data, often contained in a large volume of
_	 x,	
^.	
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columnar outputs is extracted, interpreted, plotted, and analyzed,
These manual methods are odious, prone to error, and time consuming.
The application of existing PPP automated technology to any man-in-loop
simulation can reduce time consuming manual operations, This, includes
aerospace, military, and commercial facilities. In the aerospace
field, requirements for the PPP capabilities have been established for
the fixed and motion base Shuttle Mission Simulator (SMS) and the Phase
II SPS. Although no requirements have been established in the other
areas, similarity of simulation complexes, simulator activities, and
training requirements indicate applications to military and commercial
aircraft, marine, and other complex vehicle simulators. Finally pos-
sibilities may exist for industrial complex simulations such as
refineries, chemical plants, and nuclear power plants.
4.0 CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS
Automated PPP capabilities provide an effective tool in support of man-in-
loop simulation activities. The capabilities can reduce manpower required
and improve total job performance especially for the potential users
previously identified.
Since PPP capabilities can be effective and have application for future man-
in-loop simulators, it is recommended that:
(1) Development of new and refinement of existing PPP capabilities
continue.
(2) PPP capabilities be utilized when possible for the remaining SPS
Phase I simulations.
(3) PPP capabilities be implemented for all SPS Phase II simulations.
(4) PPP capabilities be impl emented for SMS fixed and motion base
simulations,
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PPP CAPABILITIES DETAILED DESCRIPTION
Figures Al through A19 present detail descriptions of the' various PPP cap-
abilities. Each figure provides a summary description of the capability,
the typical simulator control console and PPP user console operations,
and the available PPP displays and their content.
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`n SESSION RECORSTRUCTICI TIME.
--a 3) TOVIMTC: THIS RUII ADVNKE NMI-WASE DISILAY
RECO;IFIGURE FOR 5 SECONDS III THE FUT^ 	 E
'-^ NEXT RUN .
yc`
t-
I,TEW4111ATE END PPP OPERATITI
--- ---^- OTHER USER DEFINEED
ENTRY FLIGHT PHASE ACTUAL DATA
_'
__PERFORMANCE
RCASF003ILV1C%LE:PAA1 .1IJDA	 HOLD	 11/07/75 FFIT4 ,1'1	 f
_,-.rj
 GCr 0/15/20 GW .
DISPLAY TIME	 PARAMETER CRITERION	 ACTUAL DEVIATIONS
° HR/MIN/SEC	 ATT. AT X55
2 ALPHA 30.-+/ x 3.	 29. DEVIATIONS FROM
SANS: a,+-/ -3, 	a.
--'` CRITERION VALUES
SIDESLIP 0.+/»2,	 - 0:
- Y”0. 1W G-LOAD 2.	 13, 11.	 ,
MAX QOOT <1 Of).	 96.
+o fAAX HEADIIt 13 0. z/ -xW,	 -7.	 104. 84.
ui ;11AX TI`t.PWr 1'	 E	 I PA I I IS
{2300.
+ ='^O	 •+ 12 70 	 - r 9sJ	 , ^	 a r	 ,•,,
tIAX HOOT
	
-700. +200. -60c.. 10,11.




Ai;,; 0,+ /-1 Z0.	 -107. 71,
USER DFFINED `	 ^--YAX ANO/OR MIN PERFORMANCE









c 	 CACPDT ON NC. 17
PAGE; A-11
FIGURE A90
PPP f ERFORMANCn }!"Q RCCOt;DJNG CA}'ARILITY
	 FORMAT; FMT5XX/M!fXXX
TIM PLRPOI:ii!"nL UAIA RECUP011;(a CAPAI ILITY PROVIPLI fix; IZ URING OF CREWIVEHILLCE PER-•
rl FORMAN CE DATA 0RAMEETEERS, FIXED FOR1 ,1 ii(° ALPHANUMERIC DISPLAYS AND DYNAMIC CRAPHx-
/CAL DISPLAYS hIAC AVAILAULK THE GRAPHICAL FORMATS MAY CC,a;TAlN UP TO 1*11^j E: SEPA=
U RAH GRIDS Will} A MAXIMUM UP THREE DE:PE:EEIJEUT VARIABLES PER GRID, THE ALPIEAOUMLRIC
►`  ; ANSI . GRAPHICAL FtlRMAI S CON I E NT AMD ARRAlvar E I T ARE U SER DEFI,dABLEE
SIMULAFOR 0;'"Jt 	 E'PP O} E '^l"aUIIs.	
s,	
^^ REM1,1,;:5 
INIlIA4 I2E SIt^ULA.^ IIi	 INITIALIZE i°rT































PPP TO RUN MODE
MONITOR PERFOI'ANCE DATA FORMAT
ALPHANUMERIC - AT REPEAT TI14E
GRAPHICAL _ FROM REPEAT TIME
TO CJRREIiT TIRE
MONITOR DIFFERENT PERFOR1,ANICE
DATA DISPLAY AT REPEAT TII'IE
MONITOR AUT01 ATIC RESYNC?RONIl
ZAT'ION AND CONTINUATim CF
DATA DISPLAY AT CURRENT TIKE
TERMINATE PPP REAL-TIME
OPERATIONS
MONITOR DISPLAY 511 DATA FOR
END OF RUN
140NITOR DISPLAY 511 DATA AT
START OF RUN
ADVANCE 5 SEC AHEAD It'! TIME
MONITOR GRAPHICS DI`,PL-AY 412
FROM START 10 END ^7 ::Ut1
END PPP OPEWi IC NS





111 r`"W' I p,	 VJFT RS 1 111111) 32	 ACTUAL
	
L—, f;LE^,,..t^_t,,..1. t,^ t, . ''t1UitA
	 RUtt 11/07/7 5 FNIE(l
L 
 11:1 049.
	 LOCLGR ER R 0.
	
o	 CR RAN31 1 61,101 ° 	 GLOSI P ERR 0,
	
'	 O,i PAN '."L, 72621701.	 FLY CLf LCf 0,
	
C5	 1j"Nur (102.
	 B F ^f.FLGT 0,
	
OP'J'1 51;
	 ALI IT( 1101. 171750,
ND37 -103,
	 BAN/. WWI) 12.




--a	 G L0"to 1,
	 A21 0,
	
G X-AXIS 0.	 Ell 0.
	
tl VAKI S -1.	 A72 0,
	
^.a	





m	 BANK $7.32	 FL3 Oc
	





a	 l.Ot1GITUPf 1.	 PSIDOT 0,
^GREW/VEHICLE
USER DEFINED







F D 5— ^,yJfi{
4 p .._.
1 	 2	 3^	 4	 5	 G
l'lWRANGI. (WM)
LlI% a I	 a	 GRAl'H=L,t•1,N1234567890
COPY Slat, ;gSPLAY-I.,M.N	 h
o SOLID LINES REPRESENT
USER DEFINED DISPLAY
GRID AND BOUNDARY LIMITS
o DOTTED TRACE }REPRESENTS
PERFORMANCE PLOT VALUES











ClIullul UN 140. 1 t
ORIGINAL .PAGE JB PA
GE A-12
OF PppRFIGURE A10	 'rfr
"AIIli11G	 Cf,T1'1 1,i:C'(f;f)TI{=^ GAl'riI' II.I -IY	 f OkkAT; 1141611
1111 IRA111111€a ^ICI,If J 'I CAPAWI,1TY P ROVIEII"' A PH'i•A111'111 I,i,CE11,[) C11 TILE: I11,JIIx11t,1 11,
	
1l 'Ill TO 
.
i111. 1 1 14' AND 5 10.11 Ati 0111% 1'11M,111,31S,	 A 1 TiSf S1 1111E 1,Gf-C) 01.51"1 AY HIM
 EtC^
n ^^ AM.1.:Ia1 D iiJ I NG 1111[ 11 OR PO:J 1 1,111 WHICH C( HI AI1,S.' 1) 1 1 1 1 1) 01'C1 1'I t)It Cb; wI^3A1f f)^i,
LIx1,1 I11FOUS 1111TIS AND I'iSSOCTATCI) E'1,1,i)I, f"11 ;a ' tkr;r, 3) SI1•1,11 VIOR OPEPAWN"
Ks, E;tiIII ,'4I1JIS, Mm 11) CIII)I.0 Im -fIAf. SIIIEILA'IN 51.IHO CIIf;f"I IORA`i Jt N DATA.
u,
try t 7	 ^	 ,..
S1t"Iit!^I^?' fJI'! E;itiI IGI1,
	 _.._.__ f?1'f? (?I 'I I.Ai FINIS
fill IIALIZE SIiI11LA1"0R	 I	 I	 1
SWUM TO RUN !•'ODE-
PERiORM TRAINING SESSION
SIIIULAIOR 10 HOLD IyODE.










PPP TO RUN i '.iDE









OBSrRvU SHPT OF PP?
SIMJL.Mf OPLf'VOR
ACI HIT I£S
DISPLAI /.'.1,:Ys UGINS ^T
TIi:E W:0, CV "Alf) NE F'3-
SARY TO AI?':+l'itiCE TO -NE.,
PAS"c
TEPNIIIATE PF'P REAL IIt..
OiV'AT I O'. S
OBSERVE SCkIPT OF PPP .",;n
SIMULATOP OP w^ATOR
ACTIVITIES MR FIITIFEi 'P*,:;i
PERMA'IENT hAROCGPY OF
TRAM'NS SCRIPT AVAIL :LE



















PPP Initi alization Activiti es
RO00E00ut1002000OP000I000	 BATCH 09/19/75 FMT611-	 1	 TUAL
TIME	 PPP OPERATIONS	 SPS OPERAT.G•'	 C1- 2	
Simul ator to RUN 11ode
0/00/00 1
0/0'1/00 3	 11s	 Coded di screte words
D/0u/E0 ACCCPI	 222which describe the
0/ao/00 2 	 400 
/ UAL	











0/00/00 ACCEPT	 000	 77
0/00/0) CIISPLAI`.2,4,1	 000	 0;




0/00/00 RUN	 17G0	 00'7	 F'r'7Cli-011 O03	 COXPUTH OPI_I:ATE	 Gil)
0!0'UO3 I'PP ROl'ARY-LEFT CRT	 ( 000	 ocrs	 RI1T I011IS
/tact/03620
_	
930 0.1	 1 777	 000	 Si111U1 a't oI-
	







0/00/07 FREE7.E KEY-DEPRESS	 $1111U1 atOr0/00/07	 1COI'IPARE
PPP Operato r,
	0/00/09 FREEZE KEY -DEPRESS	
^	
func ti








0/04/03 DISPLAY 0711 E	 SimuIator
In 































s	 R t 	 A
CACPDT DN NO. 17
PACE A-13
FIGURE A11
PPE'1 CREW TRAININI STATUS CAPA91LITY E'ORMAT:	 f'1iT6?1
THE CREW TRAINING STARS C{^^PABIL1 1Y I^ROVIblo A RECORD UP ALE. CREW RELATED 016
.,
f, ULATOR UTILI7ATION AN FOLI.CMS: 1) ALL, EXERLISE^S CHRONOL,UGICALL.Y, STARTING WITHf
^'° THE. MOST RECENT RUN AND PROGRE` SIVA BACK IN TIME, 2) A SUMMARY UP EACH CREWMAHS
TRAINING ACTIVIT IES LISTE:U BY VXF! ^ISEr, 3) A SEIMAARY OF L,ACH CRE V! TRAININ G
ACTIVITIES LISTED BY MISSIUM E`r n4z , AND 4) A SUMMARY CAE EACH CREWS TRAINING
ACTIVITIES LISTING THE NUMBER OV EXERCISES CONPLETED.
SIKH ATC is OPERATI ONS _	 IPA OPE RIT I(NS lumppmp bS
INITIALIZE SIMULATOR IN 11IALIZE Fx'1'
I,DI`PLAY =2,4,1 OR APPROPRIA1 ` DISPLAY
I,RUN PPP TO RUN 11001
SIMULATOR 10 RUN MOUE
MONITOR APPROPRIATE DISPLAYS
I, MORT TCRKNATG PPP REAL-TIME
TERMINATE SIMULATOR OrE;'.ATIONS
OPERATIONS I,'DISPLAY47,1,1 INPUT TRAINING DATA
CD I,DISPLAY-7,2,1 C(;:,r'LETE REQUIRED POST—RUN
DATA
1-f
r., I DISPLAY=b,2,1 ODSFRVE: LATEST TRAINING
t
INPUT AND ANY PREVIOUS
DATA
ADVANCE DISPLAY TO OTHER
PAST RUN VATA
OBSERVE: FIRST DISPLAY
PACE4tITH I.D. CODE FOR
EACH CRE'r,':,AN
XY,X = CREWMAN CODE
OBSERVE; CREWMAN XXX`S
DA1 A
ADVANCE OISP{,FY TO OTHCR
PAST RUN DATA
OCSERVE: FIRST {!QLAY





ADVANCE DISPLAi i0 BACKUP
CREW YYY'S DATA
OBSERVE: FIRST DISPLAY
PAGE WITH I.D. FADE FOR
EACH MISSION
ZZZ = CREW CODE OBSERVE:
GREW ZZZ'S DATA
END PPP OPERATIONS
OBTAIN *iMR ;C&hY OUTPUT
FOk DOCUM .NTATKI:














PPP CREtI TRAINING STAIUS CAPABILITY (CONTINUM)
F14TC21
DATE CRNI-I Il EXERCISE DESCP ! =lTIC!I	 TIMI% 	
-SIMULATION RUN TIMr
01/23/75 SPA L 702 IPS 14ALI'Ij %.rlCl,s	 1/10	 ,.,.---^ ` OF	 EXERCISE	 11 .1 11f; /1, 1111
HAW C 102 MODE I, II AUNTS	 0/20
Us P
HAW C 102 MODE I,	 11 AC RTS	 0/20
ARB h
01/22/75 HAW C 301 NOMINAL IVIDEUNS	 4/30
ARB P
Bri; hi




DATE OF RUN (LATEST EXERCISE OF DAY, FIRST)
(LATEST FIRST)
CRF14 POSITION DURING tEXERCISE





= PAYLOAD SPECIALIST ^F POOl^ gUAIATA
ID CODE (INPUT T SELECT





Q	 SELECT CRE4n4AN SUMMARY BY INPUTTING
w	 THE APPROPRIATE NAME CODEJ
co
	
ti CODE NAME	 CODE NAME	 CODE NAME
;lj	 ARB ARBET
^	 EEII BEIlBOld"-------...-.._.








EXERCISE DESCRIPTION	 POS TIME	 CC	 DATE
102 MODE I, II ABORTS	 P	 0/20	 0 01/23/75
102 MODE I, ;II ABORTS	 P	 0/20	 1 01/23/75' ,	 DATE OF RUN
301 NOMINAL RENDEZVOUS	 P	 4/30	 1 01/22/75
COMPLETION CODE
(1 IF RUN COMPLETED)
CREW POSITIOi'1
DURING EXERCISE
EXE(;CISE NU?Jf3ER & TITLE	 SIMULATION RUN TIME
	
(IN NUJ1ERICAL ORDER-LATEST FIRST) 	 OF ExE(ZCISE IN HR /11IN
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
k










a	 ?	 I	 I	 a	 w
CACPUT 014 NO. 17
PAG E A-15
f'I't'	 '(I AININIG `aTATUS CAl ,Al ILIIY (G(iIII Ill" l D)
ID CODE (INIVI TO SELECT




SFI,I CT CREW TIME ^Ji"VA QY BY INPUTTIN
THt_ h"PROPRIATE 441;)51011 CODE
^GOpr MISSION17 CODC MISSION	 COIN; I4ISSIOII
MISSION PHASE ID
	
21I ALT CF 8	 13 OFT 1	 2J





ALT CF 9	 ----M-YPRI14E CRFW -------
EXERCISES HAW	 ARU	 BEN	 SPA	 TOTAL
4,
 LAUNCH	 0/40 0/40	 1/20
ORBITAL
RENDEZ	 4/30 4/30 4/30	 13/30
TIME $U1IMARY
	 Vr
^ \Fl4T623	 ^	 ..
ALT CF 9	 ------BACKUP CREW-------
EXERCISES	 LEW












w TOTAL	 2/45	 2/45
co
ct




	 ES C011PLETED BY INPUTTING
THE APPROPRIATE 4ISSIOfN CODE
CODE
	 MISSIONI^,.	 CODE	 MISSION	 CODE
	 MISSION
EXERCISE NUMBIE	 1	 ALT CF 8	 13	 OFT 1	 25
2	 ALT CF 9	 14	 OFT 2	 26
EXERCISES COMPLETED
FMT624
ALT CF 9 ---- PRIME'CREW ---	 BACKUP CREW---








' - C101 D 1	 UN 140.	 I l
PAGE A-16
FIGURE Al?
I'I'1'	 t !1tI{•ftC't/ 7'PAIIrlm,	 S1 1"ITHS 	 CAPAI;TI.ITY FRO'  AT	 1'14l`631
r IkIi: ttlAl2f I'll 'CR	 Ih ING	 ST!`w' U"'	 CAPA1 1,11.I`IT Y	 Pk0V'IIII'. :i A RECOtRD (lt`LL	 tIU1^C1?l,t# }tE.L/ T['tI
'	 ' .al;`^.t1.AT lI	 UTILVATION 	 $1A=,TJNG klITH Tilt' HOST 1tLt. NT EXE[ I CI IJE AND PR0Ca,,L ,,SItIG	 Ii.
a	 ; ; (.1i'	 INOLOGICAl. URI D1.11,	 BACK	 Its l lt' E.
t:1
^^ }	 411
Slt,Ulkit''r, of I PATI0h; ^, PP P OP LIJ01Oti'1
C)
k	 1 I; ITIiLIIE 5I. 4LATOR INITIALIZE' PPP
^t' I ,DISPLAY 2,4,1 Of: APP;. "PRIAT£ DISiLAY
I:,RX; PPP 10 RUN NODE
51MULejOR TO RUN t,OOE
<;} MONITOP, APPROPRIATE DISPLAYS
^	 . I ENORT TERMINATE PPP RrAL»TIDE
r , TMMI"SATE SIMULATOR
Oil ERAIIONS I,DISILftiY=7,11
OPERATIOi'S
INPUT 1RAI.1,II G DATA
n{ I,DIStLAY=7,2,1 COMPLETE REQUIRED POST-RUN
DATA
I,DISPLAY==6,3,1 03SVE; LATEST TRAINING
INPUT AND ANY PREVIOUS
• DATA
crt I, t AD714NCE DI PL•+Y TO OTHER
1 PAST RUN U".TA
T. I,TER#Iltrr,TE END PPP OPL ,'.!Alts
r..,
Ci,
- OBTAIN ►Ir„.I ;.a	 't OUTPUT
^- FOR DOCU"cfxlKl'W!
f-
CHkO tOL0^!CAL Yll":T0itY4T ^ ACTUAL
RCASE002N,001ICRLLPi ti: 'vn BATCH 11/18/75 F1 ,17631-	 1
DATE C R E .E;i EXERCISE DE5CRIPTICt4 TIME
i- 11/1C/75 VDB C 1 4 2 ENTRY RANGE CONTROL 0/24
=i 11,/18/75 1J3 P 142 ENTRY RANGE =1TROL 0/24
c 11/18/75 RHT C 200 ASCE yT MANUAL TECH 1/14	 SIMULATION RUN TIMEL•y 11/13/75 GPC P 200 ASCENT MANUAL TECH 1/14	 C^ EXERCISE IN 11R/MIN11/18/75 REE C 200 ASCENT 14ANUAL TECH 1/20	 .
• 11/18/75 JRL P 200 ASCENT MANUAL TECH 1/20"
11/13/75 REE C 42 "NO DESCRIPTION AVAIL 1/27
11/13/75 PPff P 42 1 `!,3 DESCRIPTION AVAIL 1/27
DATE or Rut! 	 0/30/78 ^ L C 2^ 9-0 A^C'E iT ItiTLSA;,n ` ( 1/>a
” IW2417: K,:3 C 2E0 .:,CE ! 'T RTLS :lE;nPT 1/2O(^a 10/24/75 R'r!7 1r ^ ichat 1 gCE1'	 'FI	 SORr,.;,..1^1	 RII:S	 Aa^:,T 1/30
t,J 10/24/75 R`HT P 2C0 ASCENT RTLS ABORT 1/24
ui 10/24/75 G C P 250 ASCENT 111 S ABORI 1/21
1J ^,
CREh',1E I
	 ID CODE' EXERCISE NW LEER





11 OF T111' RiULATOR/ PIT SYSTU1.
. INITIALIZE yPP REQ1IRE IN%TAl t-L17AT1OK OKLY
^ I'DlSPLAY-,6^A,l MONITOR UTILIZATION DATA
^ l 5kV pyP 0"It"MTl0:S











































SH S HM ATI ON Dom ACTUAL
RoO3LQ0u11702COG3V000IO00 RUN 09/19/75 F141'241
CLAPSEO
	
VALF C/11 ALERT, CRT DISPLAY AND
III1;	 IDENT $41/!r(	 [?^'	 r Fj)':1'iF	 - PIiL
0100/43 SM ALERT LT01 __
► 0/01/10 C0111 TD',P COAT-OFF L2
c 0/01/15 CABIN FAR 1-01 L1
0/01M C/W CBI( FLO;; LT-OQ
.0 0/01/20 DISPLAY -0701 E CcL
0/01 /11 207014
0/01/40 DISPLAY 0711	 E C2RWIN 20711-8
0/01t"Ib KEYBOARD SEL -LEFT C2
D l U l	 1 DISPI/Y 07 11	 E C2Lc->	 ,^	 +
PEH9T W I'''/ MTERS 1 THRU 32	 ACTUAL
FCAS r u..	 •..	 1^.ttt:;,;.'11JU: RUN 11/07/75 FHTEEI
0/ 1314
TIMS 09.0 LOCLZR ERn 0.
CP Fu'%NS.	 651VJ. GLOSLP EFt, 0.
D'i	 uL	 26277 1^ 4. ELV DEFLCT D.
FANGE CG2, B F DEFLCT 0,
Q	 T 51. ALTITUai	 171750.
HaJT -103. BATH. VIDED 12.
REL VzL	 1312,1:. Fv,CH 116 11
G LOAD 1. AZl 0.
X-AXIS 0. ELI	 0.
-G 7-PATS -1. AZ2 0.
Haul 	 C".: 	 -125. EL2 0.
ICORD 0 AZ3 0.
.?AN4 57.32 EL3 0:
ANN 0- AT T ?9. THE:TAD71 0.
Lt{,1WE J. PHIIwT O.
OR QUE








•^ RCA,+003I0oIC1.LI,i'AA!-1IJDA 1101D 11/07/75 1Pflvl
^
-GLT 0/15/20





I11,}:'G-LOAD <2. 13. 11.
I1,AX QOOT <100. 96.
MAX HLADIIG 0,+/-20, -7. 104, 84,
VAX TEMP <2300.
RAN-3t
	 r1IIILES +300.	 +370. 3G2.
11AX HDOT -700.	 4 200, -605, _	 108.
I'AX LL HNG M O.+/-1010.
I'AX EE tiK ANN, 0. 4 /-120: -107. 71,
E
1
CACPDT DN TIG. 17
PAGE. A-18
rIGURr Al4
I,I'I,tlk:S. !LIIG Jt	 C. WABILITY	 t" i'6'r,i	 f Iar°^
cif DISPLAY KCIIi,:, RUCTIOM CAPAWLIIY AL OUS 'TEES, 1151.1:, DURING A 51141.:1 Al 10iI 'L'14 )
OR 1'OST"RUH, TO D1511 AY PAST TIME RUH DATA UH 1Z AP('E OPRIAEE Pr,OCIOUJ I, ( I 4 1RIS
Let i 11iII,E.,. OR EV ALUM IM DISPLAYS, WE;t`.;EIWRic E°C .SA TS ARE R f-01 [RUT7L0 AI 01
RE PFAT TIME AND CE "0110 AL I"CIERMATS ARE ULCU(!C'TRUCTIM FROM THC 1;T'C'E;1"T TIML TO ?T
':i iii Cf IE:C"C C!'T m Elm of { x=' i TITLE'..
It LATUR Oi^I V I l.li)	 C'E'P C^.'f HA I O N^,	 'C1	 lI"	 ^°^S	 EtC C1t, ^ ^.
cat
IIIITIALIZE SIl1IL't."tt.^i;	 INITIzti',.IZc f'i'P
^.a
f =^
t i SIMULATOR TO RUN IIOU:I,a
r^






:. SIMULATOR TO RUN MODE
1) SIMULATOR MAY
V) 1) PROORE5S WITH
TRAINING SESSION
tS 2) TERMINATE IRAINING
'-' SESSION
nl
3) TIX.M.TNATE THIS RUN
















PF'P TO RUN MW
IC,I,IT;R PA CT TIME DATA
Pi S IC"` URE S AT GET 0/3/0
Gil : ? :;AL F1:'; 07 OW:
10 SM&LAT T ° 1 W.1 T:.,„
PRICE&RES Al M
MONIT^;R CURRE',:'^TIME D/:':A
TERMINATE PFF REAL -TIME
OPERATIONS
MONITCR PAST TIME DATA
PROCEDUI ES AT GET 011510
PER FC,RXAN:E AT GET O/15/0
GRA}PiiICAL F• :^14 ! /{ 15/GTV END CF i^,... TI'•iE
TRAINING SCRifT AT
GET 0/1E/3













IxC'; I TOR PPP DATA
CUE KEY DEPRESS
I,DISPLAY:x2,4,1







S I M Al CI: MAY
1) I r ';i.SS 101i
TF MN = WSIOII
2) l t-%',II AT EI - TRAINING
SESSIS;;
3) Tl,`,XJNATE THIS RUIN
RLCGI;MURE FOR
NEXT RUN
OR APPI OP RIATr PIS LAY
PIT 10 REAL-71MI.
SELECT DCSIREG bISPLAYS
UP TO ?5 INPUh MAILAU.L
TE€;'-;INATG I`I'P RFAL—TIDE
OPERATIONS
DISPLAYS CUr i 3'..F.
REQNSTRUCTS VIA  AT
GET q/15 (1I1101)
FRG,M GLT 9/15 TO END OF
RUII (GR4 410)
END PPP OPERATIONS




C11 ,1= 116H6 GAP "I l 1 TY
z.^-kars.»: Q.... ♦ 	 ,.an°.,.*=•a wnLavmJ^r..m^:a rm,.:!r.: xz-'.x 	 rss_-	 _.i te.: 4M+aw.-i.^..^^a, a=;A ^r ,w.®-^ ,.ci'.^-.r^.-.^!.w -ww+. 
`
JIH CHI I16LRTIO! CAP AB ILITY ALL00 THE USLk IV 1'.b10MAi 1CA41 Y RLWIP TIM! , 11UR-
' I` G SIMULATION RrAL -I INE, ASS(ICIA0 0 WITH CRI `1 ICAL» PHA`=1 %, 1 t l:Gl'1 11. WAS, Olt
vi sil'.1`HI 1 DI D>C1.55ION AREAS, THE IH WWI 11115 ARE WdLhI,LI, DURING SIMULATIDA
1101. s AND ['07 -RUN TO I•ACILITATL DATA R[:f:UNSIRUCTION.
°l	 I" f^i`1 R ;^ ^I^^II`	 t 1'1' ^^1'I[! A l II^^^. .^ ^.., . 
yr
CIE. RECORD S .KRY TA'..P ^ AQUAL
80300W I C 00PO0c010;.5 2ATCI1 09/i9/75 WE
5N' Gi T
	 - SN-	 GET	 .	 .. - 5I4 GIT
1	 I 157	 » 11<XX/XY1XX 21'`XyX,/XX/XX
2 9/15 12 XXX./XX/XX 22 XXX/XX/XX
3 30/3l) 13-XY`'/XX/XX 23 XXXjXX/tV
-CUE SEQUENCES NUMBER
► 	 • 4 I /i /00	 14 XXX /XX /XX 6. ^ 	 2^ xxx/xxfXX ° °	 "T GET TIhIE AT
Fir r, t /Od/21	 15 XXX/XX/XX 25 xxX/XX/XX CUE INSSTION
E XXX/ r r/XX
	16 XXX/XX/Xx 26 xxx/xX/xX
7 XXX/fX/ XX 	 17 X,XX/XX/XX 27 XXX/XX/XX
Xxx /XX/Xx
	 18 xV/XX/Y,X 28 XXX/XX/Xx
9 XXX/XX/XX
	 19 XXX/XX/XX 29 Xxx/XX/xX
..
10 XXX	 'X/X /?X
	 20 XX.X/XX/XX ..0 .xxX,/XX/XX
^.n.J^^.,. TO RETURN TO A $scCIPI EO CUE 7 X E,
«s: ACE SP.*. IN POLD AND	 C,E OF TX. POLWO ^ ING(,) I.ECT	 KEY	 II, y _ THIS DISPLAY M iST SF UP' TUTORIAL INSTRUCTIONS I-OR
,^.
(2) USE REPEAT e L,M CGX'-:.AND 1tECOP15TFi1)C`II(1(I OPERATIONS
GET	 2/00/00
GET TIME OF CUE
PA.GJj.J$DISPLAY ACCESS ^^ ^ Qu








tsar ij!il l 10 Pil l) II! A -rvt^,NsruH CAVAI 11LITY 010"I'; IIH 11`.«I1 1, *111 A((1,!;"-j 111C.311
1 , 1ROU. DURB" DATA STORM 01 lilt, 601 1 Alit)	 lilt" WNTIA VIA N"i(IN1,11c liN,
"I r Jil l, VNI,
k
TERMINATE SIMULATION
1 `11P ();4 L ^"I
RFQIIE.')T "ST610' TAN" U01 GUTS
PLIII)VNINCL
5111,11T TAPE AND l I ff,'flPhi "CIIIS"
SUMIT PROGRANS "COPSTRT" AND
"GoN XLWI
PROM" VATA PHI TVIV II IAI. DISPLAY
TEP,•INAII. "GOPLUG"	 I










GENI RATES $V '	 Mu 6410
TAPE:
ENABLE$ C."Ji, 11,11 0;' fj^'jpf '
L rrm 	i i 
I 
I i
Gi NUM f ^ (A-W I 1 11
















SIM111LATOR TO RUN 11ODE
EFERENCE I DEi q*rlFl CAT 10N'
T ' -- =n1 74r - E
RV4 q F 0 C2N C r I rk L. ri t' Atd,' T	 Rim 0" / rr-1 *" r,	 r"1 211
G al	 LT	 tj P r r4 f, 7 T	 I Pt:L
0117	 ii2n	 PY p	 rrvT	 r) 1, T - n0 r L to
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